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The mark of gender, according ro grammarians, concerns sub

stantives. They talk about it in terms of function. If they quesrion 

in meaning, they may joke about i(~ calling geoder a "flcrive 

sex." It is mus that Englìsh when compared to French has the 

reputarlon of being almast gcnderless, while French passcs for a 

very gcndered language. Ir is true [hat, strictly speaking, English 

does nor apply the mark af gender to inanimate abìects, to thiogs 

or nonhuman beings. BUl as far as the categories of the person 

are concerned, both languages are bearers of gender lO the same 

extent. 80th indeed give way ro a primitive ontological concept 

[hat enforces in language a division of beings into sexes. The 

"6ctive sex" of nauns or their neurer gender are only accidental 

developments of this firsr princìple and as such ther are relarively 

harmless. 

The manifesration of gender thar is identical in EngIìsh and in 

French takes piace in the dimension of the person. It does not 

cancero only grammarians, although it is a lexical manifestation. 

As an ontological concept that deals with the nature oE Being, 

along with a whole nebula af other primitive concepts belonging 

lO the same line of thought, gender seems to belong primarily to 

philosophy. Its raìson d'itre is never questioned in grammar, 

whose role is to describe forms and functions, nor to find a jus

tìfication far them. It is no longer questioned in philosophy, 

though, be cause ir belongs to thar body of self-evident concepts 

wirhout which philosophers believe (hey cannot develop aline 

of reasoning and whìch for them go without saying, far they 

exìst prior [Q any thought, any soeal order, in nature. So they 

cali gender the lexical delegarion of "natural beings," their sym

bo!. Being aware thar the norion of gender is not as ìnnocuous 

as il appears, American feminists use gender as a sociological 

categoryj making clear that rhere is nothing natura! ahout this 

norion, as sexes have been artificially constructed into political 

categories caregories of oppressìon. They have extrapolated 

the term gender from grammar and they tend to superimpose ir 

on the notion of sex. And they are right insofar as gendcr is the 

linguistic index of tbe political opposition between the sexcs and 

oi the dominatlon of women. In the sa me way as sex, man and 

woman, gender, as a concept, is ìnstrumental in the political dis

course o( the sodal contract as heterosexual. 

In modern theory, even ìn the .assumptions of discìplines ex

c1usively conceroed wìth language, one remains within the clas

sical dìvision of the concrete world on the one hand, and the 

abstract one on the otner. Physical or sodal reality snd language 

are disconnected. Abstraction, symbols, sìgns do not belong to 

the rea!. There is on one side the real, the referent, and on the 

other side language. Ir is as though the relation to language were 

a relation o( funcnoo only and nor one of transformation. There 

is sometimes a confusion between signified and referent. so that 
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they are even used indifferently in certain criticai works. Or chere 

is a reduction oE the signifìed to a sedes of messages, wìth rclays 

of the rderent remaining the only support of the meaning. 

Among linguists. the Russian Bakhtin, a cootemporary af thc 

Russian Formalists whose work has at last been translated, is 

the only one who seems to me ro have a strìctly marerialist ap

proaeh to language. In soeiolinguisties, there are severa I devel

opments in this direetion, mostly among feminists. ' 
I say rhat even abstract philosophieal categories aet upon the 

real as soeìal. Language easrs sheaves of reality upon the social 

body, stampìng it and violently shaping it. Far example, the bod

ies of sodal aetors are fashioned by abstract language as wdl as 

by nonabstract language. For chere i5 a plasticity of che real to 

language: language has a plastic action upon the real. Accordìng 

co Sande Zeig. soeial gestures are the result oE this phenomenon.z 

About gender, then, it is not only important to dislodge Erom 

grammar and linguistics a sociological category that does not 

speak its name. Il is also very importane to consider how gender 

works in language, how gender works upon language, before 

considering how it works from there upon ics users. 

Gender takes piace in a category of language that is totally 

unlìke any ocher and which is called the personal pronoun. Per· 

sonai pronouns are the only linguistic instances that designate 

the locutors in discourse and thelr different and successive sìt

uations in relationship tO that discourse. As such, they are also 

the pathways and the means of entrance into language. And it 

is in this sense - that they represent persons - thar they interest 

us here. lt is without justific3tion of any kind, without ques

tioning, that personal pronouns somehow engineer gender ali 

through language, takìng it along with them quite naruraIly, so 
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to speak. in any kind of talk. parley. or philosophical trearise. 

And although cher are instrumental in activating tbe norioo of 

gender, they pass unnoticed. Not being gender~marked them

selves in thelr subjective form (except in one case). thq can sup

port the notion of gender while they seern to fulfìll another fune

tion. In principle, pronouns rnark the opposition of gender on1r 
in the third perso n and are not gender bearers, per se, in tbe 

ocher persons. Thui, it is as though gender does not affea them, 

is not part oE their structure, buc only a detaiI in thelr associated 

forms. But, in reality, as SODn as there is a locutor in discourse, 

as soon as chere is an 'I,' gender manifests itself. There is a kind 

oi suspension of the grammatical form. A direa interpellation 

oi tbe locutor occurs. The locutor is called upon in person. The 

locutor intervenes, in the order of the pronauns, without me

diation, in its proper sex - thar is, when the locutor is a soci

ological woman. One knows that, in French, with je ('l'), one 

must mark the geoder as SODn as one usei it in relanon to past 

partidples and adjecrives. In English, where the same kind of 

obligation does nor exist, a locutor, when il sociological woman, 

rnust in one way or anorher, mat is, wìth a cenain number of 

dauses, make her sex public. For gender is tbe enforament of 

sex in language, working in the same way as the dedaratìon 

of sex in civil status. Gender is not confined within the third 

person, and the mention ol sex in language is not a treatmenr 

reserved for the third person. Sex, under tbe name ai gender, 

permeates the whole body oE language and forces every locutor, 

iE she belongs to the oppressed sex, to prodaim it in her speech, 

thar is, to appear in language under her proper physical farm 

and not under the abstract form, which every male locurar has 

the unquestioned right to use. The abstraet form, the genera!, 
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the universal, this is what the so-caUed masculine gender means, 

for the c1ass of men have appropriated the universal for them

selves. One must understand that men are Dot born with a fae

uh)' for the universal and thar women are nor reduced ar bìrrh 

lO the partieular. The universal has been, and is continually, at 

every moment, appropriated by men. It does not happen by 
magie, it must be done. It is an aet, a e"minal aet, perpetrated 

by one dass against 3nother. It is an aet carried out at the level 

oE concepts, philosophy, politics. And gender by enforcing upon 

women a particul;u category represents a measure of domina

rion. Gender is very harmful to women in the exercise of lan

guage. But there is more. Gender is ontological1y a toral impos

sibiliry. For when one becomes a locutor, when one 5ays T and, 

in so doing, reappropriates language a5 a whole, l proceeding 

Erom oneself alone, wirh the tremendous power to use ali lan

guage, it is then and there, according to linguists and philoso

phers, that the supreme act of subjectivity, the advenr of subjec

tivity into consciousness, occurs. It is when starting to speak that 

ODe becomes 'L' Thìs aet - thc becomiDg oE the subjeet through 

the exercise of language and through locution - in order to be 

real, implìe5 that the locutor be an absolute subjecr. For a rel

ative subjcet is inconceivable, a relative subject could not speak 

at alI. I mean that in spite of the harsh law of gender and its 

enforcemenr upon women, no woman can say '\' without being 

for herseli a total subjeet - that is, ungendered, universal, 

whole. Or, failing this, she ìs condemned to what J cali parrot 

speech (slaves echoing their masters' talk). Language as a whole 

gives everyone the same power of becoming an absolute subject 

through its exercise. But gender, an e1ement of language, works 

upon this ontological faet co annuI it as far as women a.re con-
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ccened and corresponds te a constant attempt to strip them of 

the most precious thing for a human being - subjecrivity. Gen

der is an ontological impossibility because Ìt tries to accomplìsh 

the division of Being. But Being as being is not divided. God or 

M:ln as bcing are One and whole. So what is this divided Being 

introduced into language through gender? It is an impossible 

Being, it is a Being that does not exist, an ontological joke, a 

conceptual maneuver to wrest trom women whar belongs tO 

them by right: conceiving of oneself as a total subjeet through 

the exercise of language. The result of the ìmposition of gender, 

actìng as a denial at thc very moment when one speaks, is to 

deprive womcn of the authority of speech, and to force them to 

make tneir entrance in a crablike way, parricularizing themselves 

and apologizing profusely. The result is IO deny them any claim 

to the abstraet, philosophical, political discourses that give shapc 

to the soci al body. Gender then must be destroyed. The possi

bility of its destrU( ..-rion is gìven through the 'ier}' exercise of lan

guage. Far ca eh time I S3}' 'r: I reorganize the world from my 

point of view and through abstractìon Ilay dai m to universality. 

Thil' fan holds true for ever}' locutor. 

I l 

To destroy the categories of l'ex in politics and in philosophy, lO 

destroy gender in language (at least to modify its use) is therefore 

part of my work in writing, as a wrirer. An important part, since 

a modification as centrai as this cannot happen without a trans

formarion 01 language as a whole. It concerns (toucnes) words 

whose meanings and forms are dose to, and assodated wirh, 

gender. But it also concerns (touches) words whose meanings 
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and forms are the funhest away. For once the dimension of the 

person, around which ali omen are organized, is brought imo 

play, nothing is left intacr. Words, their disposition, thetr ar

rangemenr, their rdation to each other, the whole nebula of their 

constellations shift, are displaced, engulfed or reoriented, put 

sideways. And when they reappear, the structural change in lan

guage makes them look different. They are hit in their meaning 

and also io their formo Their music souods different, their col

oratioo is affecred. For what is really io questìon here is a struc

turai change in language, in its nerves, its framing. But language 

does not allow Ìtself to be worked upoo, without parallel work 

in philosophy and politics, as well as in economics. because, as 

wamen are marked in language by gender. they are marked in 

society as sex. I said rhar personal pronouns engineer gender 

through languagc, and personal pronouns are, if I may say so, 

the subject matter of each one of my books - except for Le 

Brouillon pour un Dictìonnaire des Amantes (Lesbian Peoples: 

Material for a Dictionary), written with Sande Zeig. They are 

thc motors for which functionìng parts had fo be designed, and 

as 5uch they create the necessity of the fonn. 

The project af The Opoponax. my nrst book, was to work on 

the subiea, the speaking subjecr, the subject of discourse - sub

jeaivity, generally speaking. l wanted to restore an undivided 'I; 

to universalize the point of view of a group condemned tO being 

parricular, relegated in language to a subhuman eategory. I cnose 

ehildhood as an e1ement of form open to history (it ìs what a 

narrative theme is for me), the formation of the ego around lan

guage. A massive effort was needed to break tbe spell of me cap

tured subject. I needed a strong device, something that would 

immedìately be beyond sexes, that the division by sexes would 
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be powerless against, and thar could nOt be coopted. There is in 

Frenc:h, aS there is in English, a munincent pronoun that is catled 

the indefinite, which means that it is not marked by gender. a 

pronoun that you are taught in schoot to systematically avoid. 

It is ori in French - one in English. Indeed it is so systematically 

taught that it snould nor be used that the rranslator of The Opo

ponax roanaged never to use il in English. One must say in the 

translator's favor that it sounds and looks very heavy in English, 

but nO lcss so in French. 
this pronoun, that is neitber gendered nor numbered, I 

could locatt the characrers outside of the sodal divisioo by sexes 

and annui it for the duranon of the book. In French, the mas

cutine form - so the grammarians say - used when a past par

ticiple or an adjective is associated with the subjeet on, is in fact 

neuter. This incidental question of the neuter is in facr very in

teresring, for even when it is about terms Iike l'homme, like Man, 

grammarians do fiot speak of neuter in thc same sense as they 

do for Good or Evil, but they speak of masculine gender. For 

they have appropriated l'homme, homo, whose first meaning is 

nor male but mankind. For homo sum. Man as male is only a 

derivative and second meaning! To come back to one. on, here 

is a subiea pronoun which is very tractable and accommodating 

since it can be bent in several direcrions at the same rime. First, 

as already mennoned, it is indefinite as far as gender is con

cerned. lt can repment a cenain number af people successively 

or ali at once - everybody, we, they, l, you, people, a small or 

a largt nurnber of persons - and stili stay singular. It lends itself 

to ali kinds of substìtutions of persons. In the case oi The Opo

ponax. it was a delegate of a whole dass of people, of everybody, 

of a few persons, of l (the 'l' ol the main character, the 'l' af the 
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and forms are me furthest away. For once the dimension of the 

person, around which ali others are organized, is brought into 

play, nothing is left intact. Words, their disposition, their ar

rangement, their rdation to each mher, the whole nebula of thelr 

constellations shift, are displaced, engulfed or reoriented, put 

sideways. And when they rcappear, the structural change in lan

guage makes them look different. They are hit in their meaning 

and also in their formo Their music sounds differen!, their col

oration is affected. For what is really in question here is a struc

turai change in language, in its nerves, its framing. But language 

does not allow itself to be worked upon, wìthout paratie! work 

in philosophy and politìcs, as well as in economics, because, as 

women are marked in language by geoder, they are marked in 

society as sex. I said that personal pronouns engineer gender 

through language, and personal pronouns are, if I may say so, 

thc: subject mattee of each one of my books - except for Le 
Broui/lon pour un Dìctionnaire des Amantes (Lesbian Peoples; 

Material for a Dictionary), written with Sande Zeig. They are 

thc motors for which functioning parts had to be designed, and 

as such they create the necessity of the form. 

The projea of The Opoponax, my hrst book, was to work 00 

the subiea, the speaking subject, the subject of discourse - sub

jectivity, generally speaking. 1 wanted ro restore ao undìvided 'l,' 

to universalize the point of view of a group condemned to being 

particular, relegated in language to a subhuman category. I chose 

childhood as an c1ement of form open to history (it is what a 

narrative theme is for me), tbe formation of the ego around lan

guage. A massive effort was needed to break the spdl of the cap

tured subiea. 1 needed a strong device, something that would 

immediately be beyond scxes, that the division by sexes would 
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be powerless against, aod that could not be coopted. There is in 

French, as there is in Englìsh, a muni6cent pronoun that is called 

the indefinite, which means that il is not marked by gender, a 

pronoun that you are t3ught in school to systematically avoid. 

It is 01'1 in French one in English. Indeed it is so systematically 

taught that it should not be used mat the translator of The Opo

ponax managed never to use it in English. One must say in the 

translator's favor that it sounds and looks very heavy in English, 

but no less so in French. 

With this pronouo, that is neimer gendered nor numbered, I 

could locare me charaaers outside of the socia! division by sexes 

and annui it for me duration of the book. In French, the mas

culine forro - so the grammarians say - used when a past par

ticiple or an adjective is associated with the subject on, is in faa 

neuter. This inddeRtal question of the neuter IS in faet very in

teresting, for even when it is about terms Iike l'homme, like Man, 

grammarians do not speak of neuter in the same sense as they 

do for Good or Evil, but they speak of masculine gender. For 

they have appropriated l'homme. homo, whose Jirst meaning i5 

not male but mankind. For homo sum. Man as male is only a 

derivative and second meaning.4 To come back to one, on, here 

is a subiea pronoun which is very tractable and accommodating 

since it can be ben t in severa I direaions at the same time. First, 

as already mentioned, it Is indefinite as far as gender is con

cerned. It can represent a certain number of people successively 

or ali at once everybody, wc, they, I, you, people, a small or 

a large number af persons - and stili stay singular. It lends itself 

to ali kinds of substitutions of persons. In the case of The Opo

ponar, il' was a delegate of a whole class of people, of everybodY' 

of a few persons, of I (the '(' of the main character, the 'l' of the 
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narrator, and the '(' of the reader). One, on has been for me the 

key to the undisturbed use of language, as it i5 in childhood 

when words are magie, when words are set bright and eolorful 

in the kaleidoscope of the world, with its many revolutions in 

the consciousness as one shakes it. One, on has been the path

way to the description of the apprenticeship, through words, of 

everything important to consciousness, apprenriceship in wrìting 

being the first, even before the appremìceship in the use of 

speech. One. on. lends itself to thc unique experience of ali 10
cutors who, when saying I, can reappropriate the whole lan

guage and reorganize rhe world from their point of vìew. I did 

not hide the female charaeters under male patronyms to make 

them look more universal, and nevertheless, if I believe whar 

Claude Simon wrote, the arrempt at universalizarion succeeded. 

He wrote, speaking about whar happened to the main charaeter 

in Tbe Opoponax, a Iittle giri: "I see, I breathe, I chew, I fcel 

through her eyes, her mouth, her hands, her skìn .... I beeome 

childhood."5 

Before speaking oi the pronoun which is the axis o{ Les Gué

rillères, I would like to recall what Marx and Engels said in The 

Cennon ldeology about dass interests. They said that each new 

dass thar fights for power must, to rea eh irs goal, rl'present its 

interest as the common interest af ali the rnembers of thc society, 

and that in the philosophical domaio this class must give the 

form 01 universality to its mought, to present it as the only rea· 

sonable one, the only universally valid one. 

As for Les GuérillèTes, there is a personal pronoun used very 

lirtle in French which does not exist in English - the colleetive 

plural el/es (tbey in Englisb) - while ils (tbey) otren stands for 

the generai: they say, meaning people say. This generai ils does 
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nor include elles, no more, ( suspeet, than they includes any sbe 

in its assumption. One could say thar it is a pity that in English 

there is not even a hypothetìcal plural feminine pronaun lO try 

to make up for the absence of she in the generai they. But what 

is the good of it, since when it exists it is not used. Tbe rare 

times thar it 15. elles never stands for the generai and is never the 

bearer of a universal point of view.6 An elle. merefore thar would 

be able to support a universal point of view would be a novelry 

in literature or e1sewhere. In Les GuérillèTes, I try W universalìze 

the poìnt of view of elles. Tbe goal of mls approach i5 nor to 

feminize the world but to make the categories of sex obsolete in 

language. I, therefore, set up elles in me texl as the absolute sub

jea of the world. To succeed textually, J needed to adopt some 

very draconian measures, such as to eliminate, at least in the lìrst 

two parts, he, or they-he. I wanted to produce a shock (or the 

reader entering a text ìn which elles by its unique presence con

stitutes an assault, yes, even for female readers. Here aga in tbe 

adoption ol a pronoun as my subjea maner dictated the form 

of the book. Although me therne of the text was total war, led 

by elles on ils, in order for this new person to take effea, two· 

thirds of the text had to be totally ìnhabited, haunted. by elles. 

Word by word, elles establisbes itself as a sovereign subita. Only 

men could il(s), tbey-he, appear, reduced and truncated out of 

language. This elles in order tO beceme real al50 imposed an epie 

form, where it is DOt only the complete subjea of the world bur 

irs conqueror. Another consequence derived trom the sovereign 

presence of elles was thar the chronological beginning of the nar' 

rative - that is, the total war - found ìtsdf in me third part 

of me book, and the textual beginning was in faa the end of tbe 

narrative. From mere comes tbe circular form of the book, irs 
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gesto, which the geometrica I form oE a drde indicates as amo

dus operandi. lo English the translator,lacking the lexical equiv

alent for el/es, found himself compelled to make a change, whìch 

for me destro)'s the effect oC the attempt. When elles is turned 

ioto the women the process of uoiversalization is destroyed. Ali 

oE a sudden, el/es stopped being mankind. When one says "the 

women," one eonnotes a number of individuai women, thus 

transforming the point oE view entirely, by partìcularil.ing whar 

I iotended as a universal. Not only was my undertaking with the 

collei..'tive pronoun el/es lost, but another word was introduced, 

the word women appearing obsessively throughout the text, and 

it is one of those gender-marked words mentioned earlier which 

I never use in French. For me it is the equivalenr oE slave, and, 

io fact, I have acrive1y opposed its use whenever possible. Tu 

patch ir up with the usc of a y or an j (as in womyn or wimmin) 

does nor alter the political reality of the word. If one tries to 

imagine nogger or niggir, instead oE nigger, one may realize the 

futilìry of the attempt. Ir is nor thar there ìs no solution to rrans

laring el/es, There ìs a solurion, although it was difficult for me 

to nnd at rhe time. I 3m aware (har the question is a grammatica I 

one, rhercfore a textual one, and not a question oi translation/ 

The solution for the English translation then ìs to reappropriate 

the collettive pronoun they, which rightrully belongs to the fem

inine as well as to rhe masculine gender. They is not only a col

lective pronoun but It also immediately develops a degree of uni

versality which is not immediate with elles. Indeed, to obrain it 

with elles, one must produce a work of transformation that in

volves a whole pageant of other words and that touches the 

imagination. They does nor partake of the naturalistic, hysterical 
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bent that accompanies the feminine gender. They helps to go 

beyond the categories of sex. But they can be effcctive in my 

design only when it stands by irself, like its French coumerpart. 

Only wirh rhe use of tbey wiU the rext regain its srrength and 

mangeness. The fact thar rhe book begins with thc end and that 

the end is the chronological beginning will be rextually jusrified 

by the unexpected identity of they. In the thìrd part, the war 

seerion, they cannot be shared the category to be eliminated 

from the generaI. In a new version the masculine gender must 

be more systematically particularized than it is IO the actual form 

oE the book. The masculine must nor appear under they but only 

under man.. he. his. in analogy with what has been done for so 

long to the feminine geoder (woman, she, ber). It seems to me 

(hat thc English solution will take us even a step furrher in mak

ing the categorìes of sex obsoletc in language. 

Talking abour the key pronoun of Tbc Lesbian Body (Le 

Corps lesbien) ìs a vefy difflcult task for me, and sometimes I 

have considered rhis text a reverie about the beaUfiful analysìs 

of rhe pronouns ìe and tu by the linguisr Emile Benveniste, The 

bar in the ile oE Tbc Leshian Body is a sign of excess. A sign 

[hat hclps to imagìne an excess oi 'l,' an 'J' exalted. 'l' has be

come So powerful in Thc Lcsbian Body that it can attack the 

order oE heterosexuality in texts and assault the so-cali ed love, 

the heroes of love, and lesbianìze them. lesbianìze the symbols, 

lesbianize the gods and the goddesses, lesbianize the men and 

the women. This 'l' can be destroyed in the attempt aod resus

citated. Norhing resists this 'l' (or this tu, which is its same, its 

love), which spreads itself in the whole world of the book, like 

a lava f10w that nothing can stop. 
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To understand my undenaking in this text, one must go back 

to The Opoponax. in which the onlr appearance of the narrator 

comes with a je, 'I,' located at the end of the book in a small 

sentence untranslated8 in English, a vene of Maurice $cève, in 

La Dtlie: "Tant je l'aimais qu'en elle encore je vis" (lloved her 

so that in her 1 live stili). This sentence is the key to the text and 

pours its ultimate light upon the whole of it, demystifying the 

meaning of the opoponax and establishing a lesbian subject as 

the absolute subject while lesbian love is the absolute love. On, 

the opoponax, and the Je, T of the end have narrow links. The)' 

function by relays. First on completely coincides wim the char

acter Catherine Legrand as well as with the others. Then the 

opoponax appears as a talisman, a sesame lO the opening of the 

world, as a word that compels both words and world to make 

sense, as a metaphor for the lesbian subject. Aner the repeated 

assertions of Catherine Legrand [hat l am the opoponax the nar

fator can at the end of the book take the relay and affinn in her 

name: "I loved her so that in ber I live stilI." The ,hain of per

mutations from the on to the je, 'I,' of The Opoponax has creo 

ated a context for tne 'l'in Tbe Lesbian Body. Thìs understand

ing both global and panicular, botn unìversal and unìque, 

brought Erom within a perspective glven in bomosexuality, is the 

object of some extraordinary pages by Proust. 

To dose my discussion of the notion of gender in language, I 

wìll say thar it is a mark unique af its kind, tbe unique lexical 

symbol that refers to an oppressed group. No otber bas left its 

rrace wirhin language lO such a degree [har to eradicate it would 

not only modify language at the lexical leve! but would upset 

the structure itself and its functionìng. Funhermore, it would 

change the relations oE words at tbe meraphorical level far be
yond the very few concepts and notions mat are touched upon 

by this transformarion. It would change the coloration oE words 

in rdanon to each other and their tonality. It is a transformation 

thar would affect the conceptual-philosophicallevel and me po

litical one as well as the poetic one. 
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